If G is a free product of a family {Ai}ieI of discrete groups then a subgroup H of G is the free product of a free group F and (Af n H), where a E ~(i), i E I, and ~(i) is a set of representatives of Ai \ G / H. This is the content of the Kurosh subgroup theorem (KST). Is a similar result true for closed subgroups of free (profinite) products of pro finite groups? (Say, with F projective instead of free.)
The desired extension of these results to inseparable groups remains an open question.
The main tool to obtain the above theorems is the notion of etale structure (Definition 6.1). It is a (not immediate) generalization of the Artin-Schreier structures of [6] and the r -structures of [7] on one hand and of the etale spaces of [3] on the other hand.
Notation. Unless said to be otherwise, groups are pro finite groups, subgroups are closed, and maps are continuous. We write resr <I> for a restriction of a map <I> to a subset r of the domain of <1>; AU B is the disjoint union of A and B, and A * B is the free profinite product of the groups A and B.
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Etale spaces
Let E be a Boolean topological space, i.e. an inverse limit of finite discrete spaces. The family of closed subsets of E is usually denoted by exp (E) . If 
E = lim; E; with the E; finite, then exp(E) is equal, as a set, to lim; exp (E;). This

~ ~ induces a Boolean space topology on exp(E).
Explicitly, the clopen subsets are of the form {S E exp(E) I {il S n U i =1= 0} E ~},
where E = Ur=l ~ is a partition of E (that is, U b ... , Un are non-empty clopen subsets of E), and ~ is a family of subsets of {1, ... , n}. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let X ~ exp(E) be closed. Then F = USEXS is closed in E.
Proof. Write E as limi Ei with Ei finite. Then X = lim;~, where ~ is the image ~ ~ of X in exp(E;). Obviously F = limi F;, where F; = USE.¥; S ~ E i , and hence it is closed.
~
We note that a continuous map of Boolean spaces cp: E ~ F is closed and therefore induces a map cp: exp(E)·~ exp(F) defined by S ~ cp(S), which is continuous.
A pro finite group f may be considered as a 4-tuple (f, M, I, e), where r is a Boolean space, M is a closed subset of f x r x r that represents the multiplication relation on f, I ~ f x r represents the inverse relation, and e E f is the unit element of f, such that certain obvious conditions are satisfied (for example, M and a quotient map. Indeed, let V ~ X be closed, that is, .u -leV) ~ G(E) is closed; by Lemma 1.2, is closed.
From now on we mean by 'the topology on X' the above quotient topology, forgetting the topology induced from G(E) (which need not be the same); the latter will be the topology of X'.
Let us also agree that Jr and .u will always denote the above defined maps, for ambient etale spaces.
Before turning to examples and applications we complete the definition of the category of etale spaces. DEFINITION 
A morphism of etale spaces ep: (E,
X
Jrl lJr
Examples of hale spaces
A. Let X be a Boolean space and G a profinite group. Put E = X x G and for every x E X define an embedding 8 x : G ~ E by g ~ (x, g). The set of groups {8xC G) I x E X} may be identified with X, and (E, X) is an etale space. Note that Jr: E~X (cf. Lemma 1.5 
) is open.
A slight generalization may be obtained if we take E to be a disjoint union of finitely many etale spaces of the above type.
B. (Gildenhuys and Ribes [3] ) Let (X, *) be a pointed Boolean space and {Vi liE I} a family of disjoint open subsets of X\ { *} that covers X\ { * }. For every i E I, let Ai be a profinite group. Let E = (UiEI Vi x Ai) U {*} be given the following topology: the sets Vi x Ai (with the product topology) are open in E,
and for every open neighbourhood V ~ X of * let { (x, a) EEl x E V n Vi' a E Ai' i E I} U { * } be an open neighbourhood of * in E. One can show that E is a Boolean space.
The set X may be identified with a set of groups in E: if x E U;, for i E I, then {x} x Ai is a group in Vi x Ai as in Example A; the group {*} is trivial.
(In fact, the etale space of [3] is the quotient space D of E obtained by identification of the unit elements of rEX with *. However, the map D ~ X induced from n: E ~ X is then in general not continuous, contrary to [3, p. 311 ].) C. Let (E = X x G, X) be as in Example A and let p: G ~ H be a continuous homomorphism. Let Xo be a closed subset of X. We define an equivalence relation on E: (Xl' gl) ----(X2' g2) if and only if Xl = X2 E Xo and P(gl) = P(g2) ' Let F = E / ----and let p: E ~ F be the corresponding quotient map. Now F is a Boolean space. Indeed, F has a basis consisting of the clopen subsets p(V x gN), where V is clopen in X and N is an open normal subgroup of G such that 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Let f E X and let C{Jr: f~ A = A(f) be a continuous epimorphism onto a finite groupA, such that the partition f /Ker C{Jr off is finer than {f n ~ =1= 01 1 ~ i ~ m}.
By Lemma 1.1 O( a) there exists a clopen V = V (f) £ X such that f E V and C{Jr extends to a continuous surjection
such that resro C{Jr: f'~A is a homomorphism for all f' E V. By Lemma 1.10(b) we may assume that the partition of V into the fibres of C{Jr is finer than {Vn~11~i~m}.
The covering {V (f) I f E X} has a finite subcovering. 
Free products of profinite groups
We use the notion of etale space (Definitions 1.4 and 1.6) to define free products. DEFINITION 2.1 (cf. Gildenhuys and Ribes [3, §1] ). Let (E, X) be an etale space. The free product over (E, X) is a profinite group G with a morphism ct>: (E, X)~ G such that for every profinite group A and every morphism 1jJ: (E, X) ~ A there exists a unique continuous homomorphism ll': G ~ A such that (1) commutes.
Note that the definition does not change if we require that A be a finite group (a standard limit argument).
The uniqueness of a free product is obvious. To construct it, let G d be the discrete free product of the groups in X, and define f:
and resr f is the identity map of f, for every f E X. Let If fl = f2' we can apply Theorem 2(iii) of Herfort and Ribes [10] to get a E <I>(fl). EXAMPLE 2.4. Our free products are more general than those of Gildenhuys and Ribes [3] . Consider a free product <1>: (E, X)~ G such that (some restriction is necessary as every group is a free product of 'itself') all f E X are finite. Write V= {fEXI f=2/22} and U= U f£;E. reV Then by [10, Theorem 2] (which clearly holds in our case too)
GeG is the set of elements of order 2 in G not contained in a finite subgroup of G of order greater than 2.
In the definition of [3, Example 1.7.C], V U {*} is closed in X, and hence
On the other hand, let X = N U {oo} be the one-point-compactification of N, and let
be the subspace of the product space E1 == X x 2/47l.. Write 7L/42 as {O, 1,2, 3}. Then <I>(n, 2) ~ <1>(00, 2) as n ~ 00, but <1>(00
Furthermore, the free product <1>1: (E1' X)~ Glover (Ev X) is a free product in the sense of [3] . The embedding E ~ E1 gives rise to an embedding G ~ G 1 (cf. [9, Proposition 4] ). So our free product is a subgroup of the free product in [3] .
Inner free products
In the preceding section free products have been constructed for given families of groups. We now wish to state when a given pro finite group is a free product of a given family of its subgroups. But, to be quite honest, we use this section as a convenient setting to introduce certain constructions that are essential in the sequel. For this reason our discussion will be slightly more general than is actually necessary at this point. Note that (b) implies that D = UrEX f is closed in G. DEFINITION Without loss of generality 2: is a Boolean algebra (that is, if Iu Iz E 2: then Il n xz, I\1l E 2:) and, in Case (a), 2: is closed under the conjugation in G.
A 2:-partition of I is a finite collection of disjoint non-empty elements of 2: whose union is I. The 2:-partitions of I form an inverse system of finite quotient spaces {~}iEI of I in an obvious way (d. [6, §1] ). Let X=lim~. This is a ~ Boolean space and the quotient maps I ~ X; define a continuous map I ~ X. It is an embedding, since 2: is a basis of I, and the image of I is dense in X, by [15, 
If L is countable then I is countable, whence X is separable. If I is closed under the conjugation in G then 2: is closed under the action of G. Since 2: is a Boolean algebra and every element of 2: has only finitely many conjugates, one easily sees that there is a co finite set J s; I of ~-partitions that are also G-partitions (i.e. if j E J and V E ~ then vg E ~ for all g E G). The conjugation on I compatibly induces actions of G on ~, for j E J, and these give rise to an action of G on X, which extends the conjugation on I. <1>( e) = e if e ErE I (that is, we identify the subset r of E with the subgroup r of G via <1» and <I>(e) = 1 if e Ex\I.
Endow E with the weakest topology in which both n and <I> are continuous.
We claim that E is a Boolean space. Indeed, the maps n, <I> define a unique map ' I/J: E ~ X x G such that the following diagram commutes and the topology on E is precisely the weakest topology in which ' I/J is continuous. So it is enough to show that ' I/J is injective and 'I/J(E) is closed in X x G. The injectiveness follows as <I> is injective on every rEX. If (r, g) E X x G then (r, g) E 'I/J(E) if and only if either g E rand rEI or g = 1 and r fJ I. Assume (r, g) fJ 'I/J(E); then g =1= 1. If g fJ D = UrEX r then also for every g' near to g we
there is a unique r 1 E I such that g E r l' As r 1 =1= r, there is a clopen V s; X such that r 1 E V and r f/. V. The family I n V is clopen in .x, whence U = U~E,Inv 6. is closed in G. Now g f/. U, and hence if g' is near to g then g' E U and g' =1= 1.
We may identify X (as a set) with a set of groups in E, by the definition of E. (Of course, the topology of X need not be induced from that of G(E).) To show that (E, X) is an etale space we have to verify that X' = {r' E G(E) 13 rEX, r' ~ r} is closed in G(E). To this end let Z £; G(X) denote the family of trivial subgroups in the space X (that is, the family of points in X).
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let G be a free I-product. Then there exists a free product
Proof. Without loss of generality 1 f/. I. Let <1>: (E, X)~ G be as in Lemma 3.6. Then <I>(E) = D = UrE,X r, and <1>: E ~ D is a quotient map, since it is closed. Let 'IjJ: (E, X)~ A be a morphism into a profinite group A. Then there exists a unique continuous map 1jJ I: D ~ A such that 1/J = <I> 0 1jJ'. As resr <1>: r~ <I>(r) is an isomorphism for every rEX, we know that res<I>(r)1jJ': <I>(r)~A is a homomorphism. So by the universal property of G, 1jJ' extends to a unique homomorphism 1jJ': G~A. Thus <1>: (E, X)~ G is a free product.
As a by-product of the proof of Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 we get: COROLLARY 3.8. Let I be a separated family of subgroups of a profinite group
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that 1 ~ I. If <1>: (E, X)~ G is as in Lemma 3.6 then the induced continuous map <1>:
Relative projective groups
Let I be a family of subgroups of a profinite group G. (1) , ffl E 11, f22 E 1 2 , and UrEx; f is closed in G, for i = 1,2,3. This proves that I G is separated. Now let (cp: G~A, ll': B~A, Con(B)) be a finite I G -embedding problem for G. To solve it, it suffices to construct a morphism 1jJ: (E, X)~ B such that ll' 0 1jJ = <I> 0 cp and 'ljJ(f) E Con(B) for every f E 1, since then we can use the universal property of the free product <1>: (E, X)~ G.
Let f EX. By assumption there exist ~ E Con(B) and a homomorphism 1Pr: f ~ ~ such that ll' 0 1Pr = cp 0 res r <1>. By Lemma 1.10 there exists a clopen neighbourhood V of f in X and a continuous extension 1P: Ur'Evf' ~ ~ of 1Pr such that reSr' 1P: f' ~ ~ is a homomorphism and ll' 0 resr' iP = cp 0 resr <I> for all f' E V. Using the compactness of X we may assume that V = X, that is, 1P is defined on E. Now 1P induces the required morphism 1jJ:
The significance of relative projective groups will be apparent from the next section. We conclude this section by a technical result, preceded by a lemma. LEMMA 4.5. Let G be projective relative to 1. Let f E 1 and 0 E G be such
Proof. Let {~1' ... , ~n} £; Subg(A) be the set of maximal elements in 
Since by our construction there is f' E I such that a(t:,.) = q:>(f'), the lemma has been proved. LEMMA 4.6. Let G be projective relative to I. Let f E I and a E G such that 
Proof. Clearly g) is separated since I is separated. So we are left with finding a solution to a finite g)-embedding problem 
. The map p is a continuous homomorphism if and only if for all
Hg E ~ and all X,Z E f, We may consider a w -as a functor: a homomorphism of profinite groups a: B ~ A induces a homomorphism a w a: G w B ~ a w A defined in an obvious way. Write Hw C = {(x, f) E awe I x E H}. This is a subgroup of awe and we note that
Finally, let 1'lc: HwC~C be the epimorphism (x,f)~f(H).
From (1) we get a commutative diagram
Both of these sets are closed under the inclusion and the conjugation in the respective groups.
Suppose we can find a continuous homomorphism 'ljJ:
and hence by (3),
Obviously 
Assume that the lemma has been proved. Choose a system :2:0 of representatives of the f-orbits (that is, [-orbits 
In other words, for every g E G, 
Etale structures
Our next aim is to show that separable relative projective groups are subgroups of free products. The main step is to define 'infinite' embedding problems which should be solvable for relative projective groups. In search of an appropriate definition we now introduce the category of etale structures. Though its definition is somewhat complicated, the constructions within this category are quite standard.
Let (E, X) be an etale space and G a profinite group. Suppose that G acts continuously (on the right) on E. This induces a continuous action on G(E). If X (or, equivalently, X') is invariant under this action, we say that G acts on In what follows G acts on itself by conjugation: gO = a-1ga. DEFINITION 
An etale structure is a system
(1) 
G = (G, E, X, <I> c > where G is a profinite group, (E, X) is an etale space on which G acts, and <l>c: (E,
{a E G I a a = a} = 1.
REMARK. Condition (b) implies that (2')
{a E Giro = r} = 1, for every rEX.
Indeed, if r a = r then lr = Ira = (I r )a, and hence a = 1, by (2 
Working with representatives has the following advantage. LEMMA 
Let G, H be €lale structures and <1>0: (EO, XO)~ G be a representative of G. Let cpo: (EO, XO)~ (E(H), X(H» be a morphism of etale spaces and cp: G ~ H a continuous homomorphism such that
<I> H ° cp ° = cp ° cpO.
Then (cpo, cp) extends to a unique morphism cp: G~ H.
Proof This is clear. 
(cp(EO), cp(XO»~H is a representative for Hand reSEO cp: (EO, XO)~ (cp(EO), cp(XO» is an isomorphism of eta Ie spaces. (e) cp: (E(G), X(G»~ (E(H), X(H» has a section, that is, there is a morphism 1J1: (E(H), X(H»~ (E(G), X(G») such that cp ° 1J1 is the identity. (f) For every r E X(G) we have cp(r) E X(H) and
Similarly extend CfJij to an epimorphism CfJij: 
with the corresponding coordinate projections
The actions of G; on E i , for i = 1, 2, define componentwise an action of G on E; the maps <l>b <1>2 define a map <1>: E ~ G (componentwise). Also put X = {r = r 1 x Eo r 21 r 1 E Xv r 2 E X2, r ' * 0}.
Then X is a collection of non-empty closed subsets of E, that is,
We can turn every r = r 1 x Eo r 2 E X into a group in E as follows. There are unique Lll' Ll2 E X o such that CfJi(r;)!!S Lli' for i = 1,2. If r ' * 0 then Lll n Ll2 ' * 0;
hence Lll = Ll 2 • Thus r = r l x~r2' which carries an obvious group structure.
It is easy to see that E = UrEx f. Also
whence X' is closed in G(E). One can now directly verify: We call G projective if every embedding problem for G has a solution.
It is not difficult to see that if <P: (E, X) ~ G is a free product over (E, X) then 
Proof. Let <1>0: (E, X)~ G be a representative of G and let <1>: (E, X)~ D be the free product over (E, X). Then <1>0 induces a (unique) homomorphism ll'l: D~ G such that ll'l ° <I> = <1>0. Choose a homomorphism (e.g. an epimorphism) ll'2: F~G such that G= (ll'l(D) , ll'iF». Then ll'l and ll'2 define an epimorphism ll': C = D * F ~ G. This map together with the identity map E ~ E induces (d. Lemma 6.3) a cover ll': C~ G.
As G is projective, there exists a morphism tjJ: G~ C such that ll' ° tjJ = id(H).
Clearly tjJ maps G isomorphically onto its image tjJ(G) , and tjJ(G) ~ C. This proves the first assertion of (c). Therefore, to show (a) and (b), we may replace G by C. The morphism (E lJ F, X lJ {F})~ C that extends <1>: (E, X)~ C and the identity F~F is clearly a free product. Thus (a) and (b), for C, easily follow from Lemma 2.3.
Let r E X(C) and ~ = <l>e(r). Denote r' = tjJ ° ll'(r); then
, by what has been said above. In particular, (~n tjJ(G)) n~' = 1. But ll' maps ~ onto ll'(~'), and it is injective on tjJ(G). Therefore ~ n tjJ(G) ~ ~', whence ~ n tjJ(G) = 1.
This shows the last assertion of (c).
REMARK. Let E' = E\ {lr IrE X}. By our construction, D is generated by
<I>(E'
). But (a) and (b) imply that <1>0 maps E' injectively into G. Hence if G is separable then so is D. In the remainder of this section we simplify the notion of projectivity. The covering {Vcr) IrE X(G)} of X(G) has a finite subcovering, say,
Then U 1 , ... , Un are disjoint elopen subsets of E(G) and E(G) = Uk=1 Uk'
We may now define 1jJo:
) is a morphism of etale spaces and satisfies lY ° 1jJ0 = ({J and <1>8 ° 1jJ0 = 1jJ ° <l>G' Let <I>~: (EO, XO) ~ G be a representative of G. We restrict 1jJ0 to (EO, XC) and extend it to a morphism 1jJ: 
By Lemma 6.6(c) there is a (unique) morphism 'I/J: (E(G), X(G»~ (E(D), X(D»
whence by (3),
This together with (4) implies that <Ph 0 1jJ(a) = 1. In particular, if
there is a E 13 such that L\' = L\ 0. Since &-is injective on <Ph(L\'), it is injective on its conjugate <P h(L\) as well. (5) holds. Now Ker (jJ ~ N, whence
= Ker CPo. Proof. We have to solve a given finite embedding problem (1) . By Lemmas 7.6 and 6.8 we may assume that (l' is injective on Cl>B(~) for every ~ E X(B). In addition to this we construct a diagram (2) 
Claim. There is
Proof of the claim. If 'IjJ 0 <l>G(r) = 1, let ~l E X(A) such that cp(f) ~ ~l' Since (l'is a cover, there is ~ E X(B) such that (l'(~) = ~1' Thus (e) and (f) are satisfied in this case.
If 'IjJ 0 <l>G(f) =1= 1, let ~ E XeD) satisfy (6) and let ~ E XeD) such that p(~) ~~.
Then (e) follows from (6) .
We know that (l' is injective on <I> B(~); hence by (e) (l' is also injective on 'IjJ 0 <l>G(f). Therefore from 'IjJ 0 <l>G(f) =1= 1 it follows that
In other words,
But by (6) , End of the proof of Lemma 7.7. Let ~ E XeD) satisfy (e) and (f). As a is a cover, ~ is mapped isomorphically onto a(~). Therefore there is a homomorph- 
The converse subgroup theorem
We start with two simple observations. 
In particular, for every T = dsih E DsiH,
Thus a ft U~2 DsiH, whence a E Ds l H = H. (b) By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 there exist an etale space (E, X) and a morphism <1>: (E, X)~ G such that X is separable, <I>(X) U {1} = oX U {1}, resr <1>: f~ Gis injective for every f E X, and for all non-trivial f, f' E X we have f = f' if and only if <I>(f) = <I>(f'). Furthermore, G acts on X such that <I>(fU) = <I>(f)U for all fEX, aE G.
Let XO be a closed system of representatives of the G-orbits in X, denote EO = UrExo f and let <1>0: (EO, XO)~ G be the restriction of <I> to EO. Then
is an etale structure and reSr <1>0: f~ G is injective for all f E X(G) = XO x G. 
Proof. There exists a projective etale structure H with H as the underlying group such that <l>H(X(H)) U {1} = g) U {1} (Proposition 8.4). By Lemma 7.3(c) and the remark following it, we may assume that H ~ C = D * F, where D is a separable free product of a family II of its subgroups (cf. also Proposition 3. 3) and F is the free pro finite group of countable rank such that
By a result of van den Dries and Lubotzky [14, =1= 1, whence g E D * F = C, by Lemma 8.3. Thus {f g n HI f E I, g E G} = {fa n HI f E II, 0 E C} U {1} = g) U {1}.
The Kurosh subgroup theorem for pro-p-products
Let cg be a class of finite groups, closed under subgroups, quotients, and group extensions. Everything we have done so far for profinite groups (except for Example 5.5) can be also done in the category of pro-cg-groups. In this section we consider the case where cg is the class of p-groups, for a fixed prime p. The transition to the category of pro-p-groups causes no confusion. Indeed, we have (cf. Gruenberg [ Since our I-embedding problem is now in the category of pro-p-groups, it has a solution.
From now on we assume that all the groups are pro-p-groups. where fG is the quotient map G ~ G.
Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 7.3 (but in the category of pro-p-groups) we let C = D * F, C = (C, E x C, X x C, cP x C), extend av a2 and the identity map E~ E to a cover a: C~ G, and choose a section 1jJ: G~ C of a. The morphism (E LJ F, X U {F} ) ~ C that extends cP and the identity of F is a free product. So it suffices to show that a is an isomorphism, that is (since a is a cover), that 1jJ( G) = C.
By Lemma 9.3, the map a: c~ G induced from a: C~ G is the isomorphism at x id(P): tJ x P~ G. The map iP: G~ C induced from 1jJ: G~ C is a section of a, whence iP(G) = C. Let fe: C~ C be the quotient map; then Ie ° 1jJ = iP ° fG, whence fe(1jJ(G)) = C. But fe is a Frattini cover, so 1jJ(G) = C (cf. [8, p. 191] (Proposition 4.3) . The last condition may be rewritten as f1 = f2 and f1a1H = f2a2H. Therefore a complete system of representatives of the conjugacy classes in {fa n HI f E I, a E G} is a union of sets ~(f) of representatives of r\G/H, where r runs through I. The theorem now follows from Corollary 9.6.
